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lanier place

home remodel & staging

location: Morningside neighborhood, Atlanta, Georgia
Summer 2015

1480 Lanier Place is a classic intown home, built in 1925. Traditional, bungalow style older homes with original hardwood floors and charming detail work are typical to the stunning
neighborhood of Morningside, located in the heart of Atlanta. My parents, who purchased this home in 1986, were looking to update various features before it would be put up for sale on the
housing market in 2015. Working with a local contractor, the home renovation included a complete remodel of the master and guest bathrooms, a kitchen update, a remodel of an outdated
study, and new paint and finish selections, light fixtures, and floorings throughout. Additionally, interior furnishings were selected after the renovation and used in staging the home for potential
buyers. Being that this is the cherished home that I spent my childhood in, I was heavily invested in assisting with the new designs implemented in this project. I was involved in all material and
finish selections throughout the home remodel, such as paint, wallpaper, hardware, lighting, tile, countertop, and cabinet finishes. I also selected all furnishings and decor, and executed the
staging of the living, sitting area, sun porch, kitchen, bathrooms, and study.
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marriott hotel
bedroom
suite
FF&E

internship
summer 2012

Echo Architecture
London, UK

Echo Architecture is an international design practice, operating in 3 countries, that specializes in large-scale commercial developments. I had the pleasure of doing an
internship with the interior design department of the company, located in London, England. I worked alongside the FF&E department, which focuses on
contemporary design solutions in the hospitality industry. During my internship, the interior design department was working on the design of a Marriott Hotel located
in Saudi Arabia. I worked alongside space planning specialists to configure hotel suite layouts, from preliminary room sketches to final layouts. I worked more closely
with the junior & senior FF&E designers to develop a cohesive design scheme for a set of bedroom suites. I aided in the selection of appropriate interior products and
finishes, and showcased skills in Adobe Photoshop and Indesign with a series of digital materials boards that I created for the team. Through my experience working at
Echo Architecture, I was able to explore the hospitality sector of design. I enjoyed seeing a more in depth view of the various stages of the design process,
implemented on a large-scale project.

bedroom suite interior option A

bedroom suite interior option B
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prince residence

academic project
4th year, 1st semester

location: Ardsley Park, Savannah, Georgia
role: Design Coordinator

The Prince residence is a project detailing a 2.5K square foot sustainable
home design for a couple in historic Savannah, Georgia. As part of a team
of 4, we created a fictional design firm, Eco ID, which specializes in
innovative and sustainable design solutions. We designed a company logo,
developed a hypothetical client profile, researched 3 sustainable home case
studies, and developed a concept and design statement. The Prince’s
requests for their home included a budget of $350K, 3 bedrooms/2.5 baths,
an open floor plan, an in-law suite on the main floor, a spacious kitchen
including a baking station, and an area for outdoor living and garden space.
We then created a fitting floor plan matched with an industrial interior
aesthetic utilizing eco-friendly materials, while maintaining a rustic Southern
charm. As the design coordinator, I was in charge of researching various
aspects of sustainability and sourcing all appropriate furnishings, fixtures,
materials and products. Plans were drafted in AutoCad and hand rendered
for a further finished appearance. LEED specification sheets were composed
for each material chosen, along with 3 small scale models of the home. For
the final presentation, a magazine highlighting sustainable interior and
exterior features within the Prince residence was created using InDesign.

exterior elevation: front view

site plan

exterior elevation: rear view
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prince residence
concept

academic project
4th year, 1st semester

location: Ardsley Park, Savannah, Georgia
role: Design Coordinator

concoction [kon-kohk-shu’hn]: noun--The act of creating something by compounding or mixing a variety of components.
Concoction was the concept used to dictate the design development of the Prince home. Ruby Prince, who owns a small bakery in downtown Savannah,
was the basis for our concept. After much brainstorm, our team dug into the conceptualization behind the Prince home literally; we drew from the
beautiful pastries at the Prince bakery- where unified final masterpieces are a result of the mixing of elements within. Concoction, on a design note,
represents the combination of varying materials, colors, shapes and textures to establish a cohesive scheme. Playful interior prints and colors are utilized
alongside raw, industrial pieces such as exposed brick walls and ironworks. Various sustainable elements and textures are paired together throughout. We
also sourced furniture and decor pieces that showcase mixed media elements. These design choices were intended to further develop the visual of the
home in accordance with the concept.

site plan

rendered kitchen
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prince residence
interior
details

academic project
4th year, 1st semester

location: Ardsley Park, Savannah, Georgia
role: Design Coordinator

second floor plan
not to scale

first floor plan
not to scale

master bedroom accents
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jw york homes

academic project
4th year, 2nd semester

location: Pearl Street, Athens, Georgia
role: Head Designer

As a group of 3, we worked with a local custom home builder, JW York Homes, who purchased a plot of land on Pearl Street. The owner planned to build a
small community of single-family homes, targeting young couples looking to move to the artistic city of Athens. We worked with JW York Homes to develop
potential house plans and exterior/interior design aesthetics. Our team created the design firm Kaleidoscope Interiors and designed a logo. We conducted site
visits and took photographs of the plot of land, which faced towards downtown. This view was taken into consideration when formulating preliminary floor
plans.
Next, we created 3 unique concepts and included correlating house plans, interior and exterior aesthetics, hand renderings, and product specifications for
each. Over the course of the semester, the builder met with us for periodic critiques until the strongest concept was chosen and further carried out.

As the head designer for my team, I was in charge of overseeing all aspects of
the design process, along with selecting and coordinating all aesthetics,
materials, and product specifications within each of the 3 concepts. I also
maintained the overall cohesive display of all material boards and presentation
packages. At the end of the semester, we delivered a 30 minute presentation
detailing our final concept and design vision to the owner of JW York Homes
as a possible design solution for the actual homes to be built.

.

final: 241 Pearl Street, completed in 2014 by JW York Homes

site view from Pearl Street

exterior elevation: front view
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jw york homes

academic project
4th year, 2nd semester

location: Pearl Street, Athens, Georgia
role: Head Designer

interior
details

rendered master bathroom elevation

second floor plan

final concept: “human engineering”

first floor plan
rendered kitchen elevation
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Functional design
+ efficient + low
stress + multigenerational

renderings

additional renderings from
various academic projects

rendered bathroom | NKBA competition |Matthew’s Residence

rendered first floor | Coleman beach house

rendered exterior | Coleman beach house
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documents & details

additional samples from
various academic projects

kitchen/dining elevation | NKBA competition | Matthew’s Residence

bathroom elevation | Phillips Residence

mechanical plan | NKBA competition |Matthew’s Residence

materials board | jw york homes
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